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Experimental study of a free and forced swirling jet
F. Gallaire,a) S. Rott, and J.-M. Chomaz
Laboratoire d’Hydrodynamique (LadHyX), CNRS, E´cole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France

~Received 4 February 2004; accepted 3 April 2004; published online 1 July 2004!

The present study concerns the response of a swirling jet to various azimuthal modes and
frequencies forced at the nozzle exit. The different unforced dynamical states are first described as
a function of the swirl setting, determined from measured velocity fields in the longitudinal plane
using particle image velocimetry. A second experimental technique, based on laser induced
fluorescence, is described, which is more suited to the description of the low-amplitude response of
the jet to the forcing. It is shown that the receptivity of the jet is very poor when the forcing is set
to the naturally prevailing azimuthal mode (m52) and frequency. In contrast, a strong response is
observed for both co-rotating and counter-rotating forced azimuthal modes (m562, m563) for
frequencies about one order of magnitude larger than the frequency prevailing in the absence of
forcing. Finally, the present actuator is seen to be ineffective in preventing the appearance of vortex
breakdown itself. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1758171#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vortex breakdown is a widespread phenomenon tha
encountered in aeronautical industrial applications as we
atmospheric conditions. It is known to alter considerably
flow characteristics resulting in either desirable features s
as flame-holders in combustion devices or undesirable c
sequences, for instance on delta-wings as reviewed in R
or 2. In the latter flow-configuration, the high technologic
issue at stake has motivated researchers to develop co
strategies~see Ref. 3 for a review!. But only a few studies
have dealt with the control of the more academic experim
tal setups in tubes and free swirling jets. These flo
configurations have enabled the discovery of a large var
of flow-states4 where helical and axisymmetric breakdow
are in competition. Since there is no general agreemen
whether vortex breakdown is basically an axisymmetric p
cess or how helical modes contribute in the breakdown p
cess, we examine the response of a swirling jet to hel
perturbations in both the prebreakdown and the breakd
regime as defined in Ref. 5.

A recent study by Panda and McLaughlin6 was aimed at
determining the influence of swirl on the amplification
unstable modes in a free swirling air jet at Reynolds numb
above Re520 000 in the regime preceding vortex brea
down. In the unforced regime, these authors established
absence of any streamwise growth of the perturbations.
acoustic forcing device was then arranged circumferenti
around the jet axis, consisting of four large loudspeak
Various phase combinations between speakers were pos
and different instability modes could be excited, develop
into organized structures consisting of both axisymme
(m50) and bending modes (umu51).

The present study, after presenting some new meas
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ments of the free swirling jet experiment developed by B
lant, Chomaz, and Huerre7 at LadHyX, describes the re
sponse of the swirling jet to various time-depende
azimuthal perturbations generated at the nozzle exit. In
prebreakdown stage, the flow is shown to respond most
tensively at substantially higher frequencies than that of
natural mode in the absence of forcing. In contrast, vor
breakdown occurs at the same value of the swirl parame
no matter what frequencies or azimuthal modes are app
to force the flow.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly pr
sents the experimental setup and forcing device, while
diagnostic tools are described in Sec. III. Section IV is d
voted to a description of the flow states in absence of forc
whereas the forced experiments are analyzed in Sec. V,
a final discussion concluding the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Background

The present experimental study makes use of the s
experimental apparatus as the study of Billantet al.7 and
Loiseleux and Chomaz5 and we therefore briefly review thei
main results. Billantet al.7 thoroughly measured the axia
and azimuthal velocity profiles at the nozzle exit using t
laser Doppler velocimetry~LDV ! technique. The azimutha
profile was characterized by a core in nearly solid body
tation with a rapid decrease to a zero azimuthal velocity
sociated to an outer annulus of negative vorticity. Such
shielded vortex is usually referred to as an isolated
screened vortex and is known to promote both the axisy
metric centrifugal instability as well as the destabilization
azimuthal modes resulting from the Kelvin–Helmholtz ins
bility associated to the azimuthal shear, i.e., to the ra
variation of the azimuthal velocity in the radial direction~see
Ref. 8 for a review!. This contrasts with the celebrate

ic
7 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup and PIV in
the horizontal plane.
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Lamb–Oseen vortex with single-signed axial vorticity. Fu
thermore, the axial velocity profile was seen to presen
mild axial shear and a velocity overshoot in the vicinity
the axis of the jet which increases with the swirl. Billa
et al.7 argued that this phenomenon is a consequence o
nonlinear interaction between the axial and azimuthal ve
ity components in the contraction nozzle.

Flow-visualizations were carried out using longitudin
and cross-sectional laser induced fluorescence~LIF! tech-
niques. This experimental technique reveals most of the e
lution of the flow as the swirl parameter is increased. In
Reynolds number range 300<Re<1200, Billantet al.7 dem-
onstrated that the swirl number, as defined in Eq.~1!, was
indeed an adequate control parameter for the determina
of the onset of vortex breakdown. Vortex breakdown occ
for a swirl setting ofS5Sc;1.3, for all Reynolds number
considered. Four distinct types of vortex breakdown w
identified. In addition to the steady and precessing bub
vortex breakdown types, evidence was given of a new t
of vortex breakdown, the cone~both in its steady and pre
cessing form!. The LDV technique was used to document t
axial and radial velocity field in the case of a bubble
Re;670.

Striking helical structures were observed for parame
settings prior to vortex breakdown, independent of the R
nolds number. Helical structures of wavenumberm52 ~tri-
dent! andm53 ~celtic cross! were observed. They were ob
served to rotate at very low or nearly vanishing frequenc

and small axial wavenumbers corresponding to a large pitc
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of the helix. The sense of their winding was the same as
of the rotation of the jet.

In a related study making use of the same experime
device, Loiseleux and Chomaz5 focused on the early devel
opment of the instabilities at Re51490, immediately at the
nozzle exit. Adequate image processing~as described in
more detail in the next section! enabled them to distinguish
between three flow regimes. The first regimeSP@0;0.6# is
characterized by the axisymmetric Kelvin–Helmholtz ins
bility very reminiscent of the nonswirling round jet. Th
roll-up of the Kelvin–Helmholtz rollers is precisely the fea
ture which prevents quantitative measurements based on
LIF visualizations further away from the nozzle exit, since
that case, the radius of the jet cannot be defined unamb
ously. The second regimeSP@0.6;1# is characterized both
by the axisymmetric Kelvin–Helmholtz instability but als
by anm512 co-rotating helical instability. The last regim
which precedes breakdownSP@1;1.3# is very unstationary
and irregular. Only Fourier transforms revealed the prese
of an m521 counter-rotating structure.

B. Experimental setup

The experimental setup used in this study has been
scribed in Ref. 7 and is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The main characteristic of the apparatus resides in
fact that rotation and advection are generated independe

hThis leads naturally to the definition of two independent non-
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2909Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 8, August 2004 Experimental study of a free and forced swirling jet
dimensional parameters. The swirl number is defined acc
ing to

S5
2Uu~r 5R/2!

Ux~r 50!
. ~1!

The swirl numberScharacterizes the intensity of the rotatio
with respect to the axial advection. The Reynolds numb
characterizing the advection, is based on the maximum
locity of the jet in the absence of rotation and on the dia
eter of the jet according to

Re5
2Ux~r 50,S50!R

n
. ~2!

The forcing device is presented in Fig. 2. As in Ref. 9
consists of a forcing box divided into six cells of the sam
size filled with water. Each cell has a small aperture of s
2 mm which is near the nozzle and through which wate
pumped in or out. Each cell is connected to a pulsing dev
by a tube filled with water. Different pulsing devices we
used. Loudspeakers have the advantage of a precise det
nation of the forcing amplitude and offer a total freedom
the choice of the actuator signal. However, they work o
for frequencies higher than 5 Hz.

For forcing frequencies less than 5 Hz, we develope
cam shaft controlling syringes~Fig. 2!; this has the restric-
tion of imposing periodic signals. The amplitude of the s
nal can be varied by changing the interaxis distance, with
limited range of amplitudes.

Because of the finite number of forcing points, the
forcing devices can only excite modesumu<6. Furthermore,
whenever a modem is forced, the modem26 is also forced.
The modes are thereby forced in pairs~0!, ~11,25!, ~12,
24!, ~13,23!, ~14,22! and ~15,21!.

For either a given amplitude of the loudspeaker me
brane motion or a given value of the cam shaft intera
length, the forcing device provokes a forcing at constant v

FIG. 2. Forcing device.
ume for any value of the frequencyv. As a consequence, the
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side-jet velocity increases linearly withv. We have therefore
verified that the forcing velocity never exceeds 1% of t
mean axial velocity.

III. DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS

Two experimental techniques are used in the pres
study. Particle image velocimetry~PIV! has been used to
describe the dynamical flow-states. Laser induced fluo
cence~LIF! in the cross-sectional plane immediately at t
nozzle exit together with sequential image processing
also been used in order to characterize the response o
swirling jet to a time-periodic forcing. The same continuo
5 W argon laser is used for the global PIV measureme
~together with an opto-acoustic shutter! and for the LIF
cross-sectional images.

A. PIV

Since the velocity fields are three-dimensional, PIV me
surements require precise parameter settings which
briefly described herein. We use the PIV FlowMaster3 s
tem manufactured by LaVision which consists of an ult
sensitive digital camera by Kodak, a hardware synchron
tion unit and a software for the correlation algorithm.
addition, we use an opto-acoustic shutter to produce la
pulses from a continuous laser.

The PIV works in double-frame/double-exposure mo
in the sense that each flow evaluation results from the cr
correlation of two physical frames exposed at two differe
laser flashes. The resolution of the CCD camera is 1
31084 with a sensitivity of 12 bits~i.e., 4096 light intensity
levels!. The acquisition frequency of the camera is 4 Hz, i.
the camera shoots a pair of frames four times a second.
acquisition frequency is too low for dynamical studies a
PIV is therefore devoted in our experiment to the charac
ization of the flow-states.

The two frames are separated by the time inter
dt560 ms, which is one of the most important control p
rameters. This time interval is chosen so as to minimize
number of in-plane and cross-plane lost particles but m
also remain greater than the exposure time. Since our las
only 5 W, the exposure time is chosen relatively lo
texp54 ms, in order to illuminate the camera sufficiently
as to make the most out of the high sensitivity of the came
This exposure time is a compromise between having a n
image with steady particles and no streaks and hav
enough light. In order to obtain as much light as possible
use a multimode fiber. At the end of the fiber, a set of cyl
drical lenses produces a laser sheet of thicknessdz. The
selection ofdz is a trade-off: it seeks simultaneously
maximize the number of illuminated particles~proportional
to dz), to maximize the intensity received and reflected
each particle~proportional to 1/dz) while also to minimize
the number of lost out-of-plane particles~proportional to
1/dz). The density of particles is then chosen so as to hav
least three particles in the interrogation window. The p
ticles are chosen to be as bright as possible and to hav
approximate size of 232 pixels, thereby diminishing the
peak-locking effect.10 We use TiO2 particles of mean diam-

eter 200 microns.
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Velocity and color coded vorticity fields
in a transverse plane measured with PIV atS50.8,
Re5900, andX50.6.
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The cross-correlations are evaluated with standard F
The flow fields are calculated by means of an adapta
multipass algorithm which gradually decreases the size
the interrogation windows to estimate the shift from the
sults at the previous steps for better window-matching. T
initial interrogation windows are 1283128 and the final ones
are 32332 with an overlap of 50%. The final algorithm use
consists of a sub-pixel displacement evaluation throug
three point Gaussian cross-correlation peak fitting.

For velocity measurements in the streamwise plane
camera and laser sheet are easily aligned with a symm
plane of the swirling jet, whereas for measurements in cro
sectional planes, we use a mirror leaning at 45 degrees w
avoids parallax errors which would have occurred if the ca
era lens had been tilted with respect to the laser sheet.
method nevertheless presents several drawbacks: the lo
luminosity during the optical path in the seeded water,
well as the necessity to focus the camera and to calibrate
image each time the cross-sectional streamwise loca
X5x/D is varied. Figure 3 depicts a typical velocity field
the transverse plane just at the nozzle exitX50.6 for
Re5900 andS50.8. In addition, the corresponding axi
vorticity component is plotted with pseudocolor on the sa
image. The vorticity calculated via discrete finite differen
formulas complemented by a Gaussian filter shows the e
tence of an annulus of opposite vorticity screening the vor
~Fig. 3!.

B. Spatio-temporal diagrams

Although LIF is generally used to provide qualitativ
insights, Loiseleux and Chomaz5,9 have also demonstrate
how to extract quantitative results from LIF movies, usi
the same experimental apparatus. We take advantage o
fact that, if the tracer is homogeneously mixed in the hon
comb before entering the contraction, the dye delineate

vorticity surface at the nozzle exit. If viscous effects are
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neglected, the Kelvin theorem specifies that a vorticity s
face evolves as a material surface. The dye interface s
therefore a vorticity surface until far downstream where c
rugation of the surface is strong enough for the diffusion
vorticity to be significant. Following the dye perturbations
shorter timescales than vorticity diffusion provides inform
tion about the vorticity sheet deformations which charact
ize the intensity and development of flow-perturbations. T
contrasts to flow visualizations based on a single filamen
dye at the swirling jet centerline which is not a particul
vorticity line ~except if the centering is perfect!.

Figure 4 displays a cross-plane LIF cut at a downstre
station X51 in the case ofS50.86 and a forcing of the
m522 mode at nondimensional forcing frequencyv f57
~see the next section!. In this case, the double helix distu
bance~black arrow! rotates in time in the direction opposit
to that of the underlying swirling jet~white arrow!. The ra-
dial position of the dye interface is first extracted out of
movie as a function of the cylindrical anglea and timet via
image-processing built into theNIH Imagesoftware. In order
to avoid roll-up of the dye and to guarantee a unique defi

FIG. 4. Transverse cut produced by LIF; Re51490, S50.84, X51;
m522 forcing atv f57. The dashed line corresponds to the nozzle e

radius.
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tion of the radius functionr (a,t), the positionX of the laser
sheet is kept close enough to the nozzle exit, resulting
general in values ofX less than 1. Typical spatio-tempor
diagrams are then obtained as shown in Fig. 5 for the
forced case atS50.86, where the gray-level represents t
radial deformation of the jetr (a,t) as a function of the angle
a and timet.

On such a spatio-temporal diagram, the Kelvin
Helmholtz jet instability corresponding to axisymmetr
modes (m50) is visible as the horizontal stripes. Azimuth
waves or instabilities (mÞ0) are readily identified by ob
lique stripes. This enables a precise determination of the
muthal wavenumberm as well as the phase-velocityvf .
When the swirl number is in the second regime 0.6,S,1
defined by Loiseleux and Chomaz,5 two or three oblique
stripes appear in addition to the characteristic horizon
stripes corresponding to the development ofm52 or m53
on top ofm50 modes. The phase velocity of thesem52 or
m53 mode is lower than of the rotation rate of the vort
~about 1

10! and proportional to the swirl number. Gallaire an
Chomaz11 have recently proposed a theoretical explanat
to the double-helix mode selection in the second regime.
double-helix can be understood as a nonlinear self-susta
global mode relying on the absolutely unstable nature of
flow at the nozzle exit.

IV. FLOW STATES IN ABSENCE OF FORCING

A. Weakly rotating regime

Figure 6~a! represents the measured meridional veloc
of the nonswirling jet which is representative of the fir
regime 0<S<0.6. As for nonrotating jets, the flow is dom
nated by the development of axisymmetric Kelvin
Helmholtz rings corresponding to the waviness of t
streamlines and of the axial velocity contours. The cor
sponding transverse vorticity fieldh is shown in Fig. 6~d!
and demonstrates the rolling up of vorticity associated to
formation of Kelvin–Helmholtz rings. Throughout Fig
6~a!–6~c!, the color code associated to the axial velocity

FIG. 5. Typical spatio-temporal diagram. The radius is represented as a
level in thea2t spatio-temporal plane.
tensity is depicted in Fig. 6~a! and is rescaled for each sub-
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figure respectively, so as to cover the full ran
0<uUxu<uUxumax whereuUxumax5max(uUxu) is the maximum
absolute value of the axial velocity over the whole cor
sponding field. Along the same lines, throughout Figs. 6~d!–
6~f!, the color code associated to the azimuthal vorticity
depicted in Fig. 6~d! and is rescaled for each subfigure r
spectively, so as to cover the full range2hmax<h<hmax,
wherehmax5max(uhu) is the maximum absolute value of th
vorticity over the shown field.

B. Trident state

The second regime 0.6<S<1 is characterized by the
development of a double spiral mode that appears on a
ridional LIF image as a trident@see Fig. 7~a!#, since the laser
cuts the middle of the spiral and both arms that develop
the side. The velocity distribution obtained from PIV imag
shows similar features as seen in Fig. 6~b! obtained for
S51.35 and Re5900. The high axial velocity region appea
split in three as a result of the development of the dou
spiral. The perturbation corresponding to the remain
m50 modes produces roll up of vorticity@as seen in Fig.
6~e!# in each of the arms. This state is not a breakdown st
since no stagnation point is present!

C. Breakdown cone

In Fig. 6~c!, the transverse velocity field is represent
for a swirl number ofS51.35 and Reynolds number o
Re5900. This velocity field elucidates the structure of t
conical breakdown in complete agreement with the LIF
sualizations of Billantet al.7 reproduced in Fig. 7~b!. What
was assumed to be a stagnation point is effectively see
stagnate. Further downstream in the cone, the velocity fi
is remarkably concentrated into a thin layer. The angle of
cone here is approximately 100°, in good agreement with
results of Billantet al.7

Still more insight can be gained while computing th
vorticity field in thez-direction. Results are depicted in Fig
6~f! for the same parameter settings as in Fig. 6~c!. Positive
vorticity values are depicted in red, negative in blue, wh
the hue ~ranging form light to dark! reveals the absolute
value of the vorticity. This figure should not be misinte
preted, since it represents thez-vorticity in a full meridional
section; only the right part corresponds to the azimuthal
locity field for positive radiir ~at an azimuthal angle of 0!
whereas the left part corresponds to the azimuthal velo
field for negative radiir ~and therefore to the opposite of th
vorticity at the azimuthal angle of 180°!. The axisymmetric
structure of the cone suggested by Billantet al.7 is demon-
strated since the left part of the velocity field is axially r
lated by reflection to the right part. In the following, w
comment on the right part of Fig. 6~f! corresponding to the
usual convention of positiver. Upstream from breakdown
just at the nozzle exit, the vorticity is positive and conce
trated in the jet shear layer.

The most striking fact is that vortex breakdown is al
accompanied by substantial generation of negative azimu

ay
vorticity. There is indeed a mechanistic explanation of vortex
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FIG. 6. ~Color! Longitudinal velocity field and associated intensity of the axial component of velocity@~a!–~c!# and transversez-vorticity componenth
@~d!–~f!# in the three regimes.~a! and ~d! Regime I: longitudinal velocity field andz-vorticity component in a streamwise plane measured with PIV;S50;
Re51200.~b! and ~e! Regime II: longitudinal velocity field andz-vorticity component in a streamwise plane measured with PIV;S50.8; Re5900. ~c! and
~f! Regime III~cone type breakdown!: longitudinal velocity field andz-vorticity component in a streamwise plane measured with PIV;S51.35; Re5900. Note
that the velocity scale varies from one subfigure to the other. Furthermore, the color code represented in~a! @respectively in~d!# is specific to each subfigure
is
r-
r-
p

ear-
e
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ich
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and scales from 0 toUx
max ~respectively from2hmax to hmax).
breakdown proposed by Brown and Lopez,12 Darmofal13 and
Althaus et al.,1 according to which vortex breakdown
nothing more than the end result of the tilting of axial vo
ticity due to the swirling motion into negative azimuthal vo
ticity. Furthermore, according to this line of thought, the a

pearance of negative azimuthal vorticity is a prerequisite fo

Downloaded 07 Sep 2004 to 134.74.76.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
-

vortex breakdown, the characteristic stagnation point app
ing in the flow only when a sufficient amount of negativ
vorticity has been produced. The appearance of negative
muthal vorticity starts a positive feedback mechanism, wh
accelerates its production, finally leading to vortex brea

rdown. This scenario can be in particular identified in the
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FIG. 7. ~a! Trident state observed by Billantet al. ~Ref. 7! at S51.41 and Re5606. ~b! Cone type breakdown state observed by Billantet al. ~Ref. 7! at
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S51.37 and Re5606.
streamwise development of the breakdown flow. There ex
another particular point on the axis, upstream of the stag
tion point, which might elsewhere or even better characte
the appearance of vortex breakdown. This point is deno
by a 3 in Fig. 6~f!. Upstream of this point, the azimutha
vorticity is positive for small values of the radius where
downstream of this point the azimuthal vorticity is negati
in the vicinity of the axis. In other words, the production a
distribution of negative vorticity, when sufficient, is able
change the sign of the azimuthal vorticity near the ax
Rockwell, Ozgoren, and Sahin14 suggested that vortex break
down might be more easily diagnosed by monitoring su
points of sign change of vorticity. It was argued that, in co
trast to the stagnation point, which is known to become
steady as a consequence of the helical instabilities of
bubble itself,15,16 the point of sign change of vorticity migh
remain steadier and be therefore easier to identify.

V. FORCED EXPERIMENTS

In spatially developing flow, time-dependent forcing~re-
ferred to as the spatial instability approach! is the preferred
experimental methodology, since it provides estimates
spatial growth rates. Our forcing device, in contrast to
corrugated nozzle used by Lasheras, Lecuona,
Rodriguez17 in their study of pure jets, can prescribe both t
azimuthal wavenumber and frequency. In the present st
the spatial growth rate of the instabilities is, however, n
accessible since the saturation of the rings restricts pre
measurements toX,1 for forcing frequencies such that th
response of the swirling jet is large. On the other hand,
setup does not allow observation forX closer to the nozzle
exit than X50.6. Use of the PIV technique is even mo
restricted to large perturbation amplitudes and theref
would not give access either to spatial growth rates. We c
sider instead the amplitude at a given streamwise coordi

X50.6 as a function of the forcing frequency and azimutha
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mode number. Although the natural structures prevailing
the unforced flow are co-rotating, we consider the respo
to co-rotating (m.0) and counter-rotating (m,0) perturba-
tions of azimuthal wavenumbers which correspond to
observed modes in the second regime, i.e., double he
(umu52) and celtic crosses (umu53). It is emphasized tha
throughout the study the sign ofm refers to the propagation
in time of the azimuthal disturbance in a cross-plane, in c
trast with theoretical studies where it refers to the sign
winding in space of the perturbations. The Reynolds num
is kept constant and equal to Re51490 and the swirl numbe
to S50.84, a swirl value of the second regime identified
Loiseleux and Chomaz.5

The forcing frequencyv f is nondimensionalized with
the natural prevailing frequency vnat52vfnat

550
31022 rad•s21 as estimated by Loiseleux and Chomaz5 or
measured on the spatio-temporal diagram from Fig. 5. T
receptivity of the jet is determined through the analysis
spatio-temporal diagrams for different azimuthal modes a
different frequencies in the range 0.5,v f,14 at a distance
from the nozzle exit ofX50.6 diameter. The intensity of th
response is then computed as follows. First the axisymme
trend is calculated according to

A0~ t !5^A~ t,a!&, ~3!

where ^•& designates the angular average, and subtra
from the initial fieldA(t,a) to yield the azimuthal deforma
tion field Ã(t,a):

Ã~ t,a!5A~ t,a!2A0~ t !. ~4!

Introducing for any time dependent functionf (t) the tempo-

ral averagef̄ and the standard deviationfI5Af 22 f̄ 2, the
mean amplitude of the azimuthal field is then estima
through an angular average of all standard deviations acc

ling to
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FIG. 8. Spatio-temporal diagram
obtained at 1 diameter of the nozzl
exit whenm512 forcing is imposed
at various frequencies; S50.84;
Re51490. ~a! v f51; ~b! v f57; ~c!
v f511; ~d! v f514.
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Am~vf!5^Ã~ t,a1vft !&, ~5!

where vf designates the forcing phase velocity. This
sponse amplitude is nondimensionalized with the value
the unforced reference caseA2(0).

A. Qualitative results

1. mÄ¿2 forcing

Let us first compare in Fig. 8 the qualitative response
an m512 co-rotating helical wave at four forcing freque
ciesv f51, v f57, v f511 andv f514. The spatio-tempora
diagrams are calculated as previously for a recording of 6
In Fig. 8, the contrast has been enhanced on each sp
temporal diagram separately to ease the identification
structures; the relative amplitude corresponding to the rec
tivity is discussed later. At the bottom of each diagram, a l
is drawn which represents the dimensional phase velocit
the forcingvf f

5v f /m. Some noisy stripes are identified

Fig. 8~d! which result from image processing errors.
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The forcing at the natural frequency@see Fig. 8~a!# is
surprisingly inefficient at regularizing them512 mode. In
particular them50 mode remains present. We have check
further downstream that the development of the double-h
was not enhanced by the inlet forcing atv f5vnat despite the
optimal tuning of the forcing. When the forcing frequency
increased tov f57, the spatio-temporal diagram@see Fig.
8~b!# demonstrates a clear response of the flow at the
scribed frequency, although one can distinguish as a wa
mark traces of the natural irregular low-frequency wav
Note that, in contrast to Fig. 8~a!, them50 mode, signalled
by the horizontal stripes, has disappeared. In one of our
perimental runs, the results atX51.5 for m512 and
v f57 are exceptionally free from axisymmetric perturb
tions and this has enabled us to compare the amplitude o
disturbances atX51 and X51.5, as done in Fig. 9. It is
found that the amplitude effectively grows in the dow
stream direction. In Fig. 9, an arrow indicates the sense

rotation in time of the disturbance which is the same as that

cy
FIG. 9. Cross-cuts obtained at the forcing frequen
v f57 for m512 at X51 ~a! and X51.5 ~b!;
S50.84; Re51490.
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FIG. 10. Spatio-temporal diagram
obtained at X51 diameter of the
nozzle exit when them522 ~a! and
m563 ~b! forcing is imposed at vari-
ous forcing frequencies;S50.84;
Re51490.
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of the underlying jet. Note the presence of dye filamentat
which breaks the full symmetry of them512 perturbation.
Considering the rotation of the perturbation around the
core, the arms of the double helix present dye filamenta
at the rear of the perturbation. This is the manifestation of
so-called stripping or erosion process.

The largest response to the forcing is obtained
v f511 @see Fig. 8~c!# where the helicalm512 wave is
synchronized with them50 rollers. In this case, the natura
frequency of them50 mode isv058 close to the forcing
value, and both waves are strongly affected by the forc
When the frequency is further increased as forv f514 in
Fig. 8~d!, the low-frequency natural modem512 appears
again and is irregular, as if no forcing were applied to t
flow. By contrast, the axisymmetricm50 mode responds to
the forcing.

It should finally be noted that the flow does not sho
any receptivity to modem524, which is automatically
forced by the forcing device together with modem512.

2. mÄÀ2 forcing

Figure 10~a! presents spatio-temporal diagrams refle
ing the response of the flow tom522 forcing at frequency
v f57 andv f511. In both cases, the qualitative response
signaled by the alignment between the observed struct
and the forced phase velocity. Still, the naturalm512 helix
is identified as a watermark in Fig. 10~a!. Not shown here are
the results at lower and higher frequencies where the na
double-helix takes over and no response to the forcing
found.

Figure 4~a!, which was introduced in Sec. III in order t
describe the construction rules of spatio-temporal diagra
represents a cross-section atX51, v f57 andm522 and it
is the complementary picture to Fig. 9~a! at the same stream
wise location and frequency but for the opposite mode.
Fig. 4~a!, the arrow indicates the direction of rotation of th
Downloaded 07 Sep 2004 to 134.74.76.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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perturbation which is opposite to the background flow. Co
parison of both figures suggests that the receptivity of
flow is similar for the co-rotativem512 and the counter-
rotativem522 at v f57.

Finally, note that the flow does not show any receptiv
to modem514, which is automatically forced by the forc
ing device together with modem522.

3. mÄÁ3 forcing

Figure 10~b! represents analog results to those of F
10~a! for m563. The checkboard-type spatio-temporal d
grams obtained forv f54.5 demonstrate that the jet respon
as well to a co-rotative excitationm513 as to counter-
rotative excitationm523.

Figure 11 demonstrates the receptivity of the flow to t
forcing further downstream through a comparison of a L
cross-section atX51 and atX56. The instantaneous Fig
11~b! displays a threefold symmetry. Three arms branch
of the jet core and roll up into mushroom-type structur
This structure differs from the natural helices. Figure 7~a!
indeed demonstrates that the ends of the two arms of
double-helix roll up into single-signed end vortices. Th
contrasts with the mushroom-type end structures observe
Fig. 11~b!, which reveal axial vorticity of both signs. W
suggest that the structure could be a consequence of a s
position ofm513 andm523 modes.

B. Quantitative results

Quantitative results are displayed in Fig. 12. For ea
azimuthal wavenumber and each forcing frequency, the
sponse amplitude has been measured on three diffe
spatio-temporal diagrams recorded at different times. T
plotted value is the mean of these three values and the e
bar their standard deviation.
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FIG. 11. Cross-cuts obtained at the forcing frequen
v f57 and m563 for X51 ~a! and X56 ~b!;
S50.84; Re51490.
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A brief summary of the results is that, whatever forci
mode is considered, the response is strongly peaked in
vicinity of v f58 – 10. For am512 forcing, we thereby
demonstrate that the maximum response is obtained f
frequency one order of magnitude higher than the nat
frequency. The swirling jet does not respond to forcing f
quencies which are either too low or too high. This resul
quite surprising since one would have imagined that the p
vailing frequency in the unforced case could easily be tr
gered through external forcing at this precise frequency
ting.

Finally, we have examined the response of the swirl
jet to the forcing of different azimuthal modes and freque
cies in the breakdown regime (S>1.3). The breakdown ap
pears insensitive to these control attempts; it seems to
vent any instability development. Moreover, forS.1.3, the
stagnation point corresponding to vortex breakdown s
migrates close to the nozzle exit, thereby inhibiting any L
measurements.

VI. DISCUSSION

The main findings of the present experimental study
as follows. PIV measurements in the prebreakdown reg
have been conducted which confirm the results of Bill
et al.7 The vorticity fields obtained from finite differencin
of the velocity fields in the cross-sectional plane demonst
the screened nature of the vortex at the nozzle exit. Furt
more, it is seen that vortex breakdown is associated with
Downloaded 07 Sep 2004 to 134.74.76.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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appearance of negative vorticity on the jet axis as dem
strated by vorticity plots in the longitudinal plane. Force
experiments at Re51490 andS50.86 have been conducted
It is shown that the receptivity of the jet is very poor whe
the forcing is set to the natural prevailing azimuthal mo
and frequency. In contrast, a strong response is observe
both co-rotating and counter-rotating forced azimuth
modes (m562, m563) for frequencies about one order o
magnitude larger than the natural frequency prevailing in
absence of forcing.

A striking result of the study is the extreme robustness
the vortex breakdown, which remains unaffected by a
muthal forcing at the nozzle periphery with the present
tuator. This might be understood in at least one of the f
lowing manners: according to Squire18 or Wang and Rusak,19

the mechanism leading to vortex breakdown is a core mec
nism related to the Kelvin waves~or inertial waves! living in
the core of the vortex. Alternatively, the appearance of ne
tive azimuthal vorticity, claimed by Brown and Lopez12 to be
responsible for vortex breakdown, also takes place near
swirling jet axis. The present actuator is efficient in manip
lating the vorticity sheet separation; it acts at the periphery
the vortex. As one would have guessed from nonrotating
experiments, this type of actuator is efficient in controllin
instabilities that develop at the periphery but not in the c
of the vortex. This may be the reason for the failure of t
present forcing device in controlling vortex breakdown.
c-
FIG. 12. Response amplitude to the forcing as a fun
tion of v f at X50.6 and~a! m512, ~b! m522 and
~c! m563; S50.84; Re51490.
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